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A  CLASS  OF WILD  CLOSED  CURVES
THAT SPAN ORIENTABLE  SURFACES1

O.   G.   HARR0LD,  JR.

Abstract. A classical result in the topology of manifolds

asserts that every polygonal closed curve in three-space bounds an

orientable surface. In this note we relax the condition that the curve

be locally tame and obtain a partial generalization.

Theorem 1. If a simple closed curve k is a boundary component of an

annulus A that is untwisted and unknottedand if'k=(~\?=x T¿, where T{ is a

solid torus, then k bounds a disk.
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Preliminaries. Since we are not in the PL category it is necessary to

explain what is meant by saying A is untwisted and unknotted. By the

Bing Approximation Theorem [2], we may take A locally polyhedral

mod/: and each fi (=boundary of T¡) polyhedral. If k' is a polygonal

nonbounding curve on A\k near k, then k' and the other boundary com-

ponent I oï A determines a polyhedral annulus to which the criteria of

Kyle applies [6]. In essence it is assumed these annuli are untwisted and

unknotted.

Statement I. Hypothesis as in Theorem 1; conclusion: k bounds an

orientable surface. (The conclusion that k bounds an orientable surface

holds even if A is knotted.)

Proof of Statement I. The simple closed curves k and / are the

boundary components of A. Since k = (~)x Tit there is an integer N such

that fN separates k and /. By general position considerations we assume

AC\tN= (A\k) n tN = sx U • • • u sm,

is a nonempty collection of pairwise disjoint simple closed curves. By

a familiar disk replacement argument, no s¿ that is ~0 on both fN and A

need occur. If s^O on A but .?¿~0 on fN we easily find the desired disk
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by replacing a circular ring on A (not containing k) by a disk of JiV.

The problem is thus reduced to the case no íí~0 on fs. By the fact that

sx, ■ ■ ■ , sm are disjoint, all s('$ are longitudes or nonlongitudes.

Consider the case all s/s are nonlongitudes. Then each s{ links k.

(Although k is not a polyhedral core of TN, there is a polyhedral core as

close to k as we like.) Now s¿~/ on A\k. Hence / links k and hence /

links any sufficiently good approximation to k. But the annulus deter-

mined by / and such an approximation to k is untwisted by hypothesis.

This is impossible, and each s2 must be a longitude. By definition of

longitude, there is a surface B such that st = dB, B<=S3\TN. If s{ separates

A into A' and A", we may suppose A' contains k and A'n(5'3\7'jV)=D.

Then BkjA' is the desired surface. This proves Statement I.

It remains to show that the surface may be taken to be a disk under

the full hypothesis of Theorem 1 regarding A. The tori Tx, T2, ■ ■ ■ by

Theorem 2 below may be assumed concentric (see [3] or [5] for definition

of concentric). Let us assume the tori are concentric for the moment and

finish the proof that k bounds a disk.

We must show some 7^ (say Tx) is unknotted. Since Tx and T2 are

concentric, Cl(7\\7"2) contains an annulus Z with one boundary com-

ponent on fx and one on f2. Since /and k are exterior to fx and interior to

f2, respectively, a Z can be found that is a subset of A. The fact that Z is

unknotted and untwisted means its boundary components can approxi-

mate a polygonal core of Tx arbitrarily closely and therefore Tx must be

unknotted. Thus the surface B can be taken to be a disk and k bounds a

(possibly wild) disk. (See examples of Alford [1] and Gillman [4].)

Theorem 2. If k is a boundary component of an annulus A that is

untwisted and unknotted and if k=(~)x Tt, where Tt is a solid torus, then

for some subsequence ix, i2, • ■ • of the integers T¿     is concentric to T{ .

Remarks. As mentioned above each Tt may be assumed polyhedral.

If solid tori B and B* are such that B c int B*, then B and B* are concentric

iff Cl(Ä*\5) = 51x5'1x [0, 1]. An integer 0(B*, B) is defined by Schubert

[8] for any such pair of solid tori. Since k=f] Tt, and A is untwisted and

unknotted we are concerned only with the cases 0(T{, Z})"»±1, i</*j. By

a criterion of Edwards [3], concentricity of B and B* in the presence of

0(B, B*)=±l is equivalent to the equivalence of the knot-types of the

center lines of B and B*.

Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose, on the contrary, there is a subsequence

ix, i2, ■ • ■ such that Ti x is knotted in Tt , k = \, 2, ■ • ■ . By passing to a

subsequence, we may suppose ik=k. Thus T2 is knotted in Tx, T3 in T2,

■ • • . Let Tk have a polygonal center line lk. Each lk has a unique decom-

position   (apart from the order) into prime nontrivial knots. There is a
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subannulus of A with boundary components lk and lk+j. Now the sub-

annulus of A with these boundary components is untwisted and unknotted,

by hypothesis. Therefore the total curvature of each lk and lk+j is 27r. But

it is well known that a polygonal knotted curve, i.e. (Ik), has a total

curvature ^.4tt [7].
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